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A soil type is a taxonomic unit in soil science.All soils that share a certain set of well-defined properties form a
distinctive soil type. Soil type is a technical term of soil classification, the science that deals with the
systematic categorization of soils.Every soil of the world belongs to a certain soil type.
Soil type - Wikipedia
Soil chemistry is the study of the chemical characteristics of soil.Soil chemistry is affected by mineral
composition, organic matter and environmental factors.
Soil chemistry - Wikipedia
Stress is the force per unit area on a body that tends to cause it to change shape.. Stress is a measure of the
internal forces in a body between its particles. These internal forces are a reaction to the external forces
applied on the body that cause it to separate, compress or slide. External forces are either surface forces or
body forces.Stress is the average force per unit area that a ...
Stress (mechanics) - Simple English Wikipedia, the free
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